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Abstract—

Currently, the most common method for establishing a secret key is by using public key cryptography. However,
public key cryptography consumes significant amount of computing resources and power which might not be
available in certain scenarios. Hence this project discovers the scheme which implements the concept, when source
sends a data to the destination, data is being forwarded to the intermediate nodes one by one, based on Received
Signal Strength (RSS) secret key will be generated which is passed to both the source and the destination. A random
key will be parsed by both source and destination which is exchanged between both for verification. Both of them
generates hash key value of the secret keys, which will also be verified by both of them only then the data can be
viewed by the destination. Thus a strong verification scheme at the destination end can be achieved. This ensures
authentication of the source and destination. Authentication is a primitive that enables a node to ensure the identity of
peer node with which it is communicating with. Hence the security level will be increased by using the Secret Key
Extraction mechanism.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In today's computing world, different technologies have come up. These have grown to support existing
computer networks all over the world. With mobile computing, one can find that the need to be confined within one
physical location has been eradicated. Hearing of terms such as telecommuting enables anyone to work from home or
the field but at the same time accessing resources as if one is in the office. The emergence of portable computers and
laptops, personal digital Assistants (PDA), PC Tablets and Smart phones, has in turn made mobile computing very
convenient. The portability of the devices ensures and enables user to access all services as if they were in the internal
network of their company. For example, the use of Tablet PC and Ipads. This new technology enables users to update
documents, surf the internet, send and receive e-mail, stream live video files, take photographs and also support video
and voice conferencing.
Secret key establishment is a fundamental requirement for private communication between two entities.
Currently, the most common method for establishing a secret key is by using public key cryptography. Most of the
previous research work on RSS-based secret key extraction, including that is based on either simulations or theoretical
analysis. Other than the recent work that was performed in a specific indoor environment, there is very little research on
evaluating how effective RSS-based key extraction is in real environments under real settings. Proposed scheme address
this important limitation of the existing research in this paper with the help of wide-scale real life measurements in both
static and dynamic environments.
II. EXISTING SYSTEM & ITS DISADVANTAGES
A less expensive solution that uses inherent randomness in wireless channel to extract secret key bits based on
the RSS (Received Signal Strength) was developed in the existing one. Environment adaptive secret key generation
scheme using quantization, information reconciliation and privacy amplification was developed. RSS measurements were
determined by periodically exchanging the probe packets and finding the Range (max and min) and performing the three
above process. Thus the secret key was extracted from the received signal strength variations on wireless channel. The
principle involved is, Once Alice and Bob collect the RSS measurements they perform the following steps:
1. Determine the Range of RSS measurements from the minimum and the maximum measured RSS values
2. Find N, the number of bits that can be extracted per measurement, where N ≤ log2 Range
3. Divide the Range into M = 2n equal sized intervals
4. Choose an N bit assignment for each of the M intervals
5. For each RSS measurement, extract N bits depending on the interval in which the RSS measurement lies.
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After completing the above steps, as in the single bit extraction case, Alice and Bob use information
reconciliation to correct the mismatching bits, and finally, apply privacy amplification to the reconciled bit stream and
extract a high entropy bit stream. Thus the results show that our single bit extraction in conjunction with information
reconciliation and privacy amplification is able to achieve higher entropy in comparison to existing schemes, and our
multiple bit enhancements allows to significantly increase the secret bit rate as well.
Various disadvantages have been found while two wireless devices are participating in a private communication
[10], with reference to other surveyed papers some of the major drawbacks are listed below:
 Security is very low in the existing system. Generally security is considered to be the most important and crutial
factor that need to be present in all the system. But in the existing system, this becomes a lacking factor.
 The verification of authenticated source and destination is not available in the existing system. Authentication
often involves verifying the validity of at least one form of identification that mainly lacks in the existing
system.
 In the existing system, specifically there are more possibilities of predictable channel attacks. One such example
is side channel attack. Thus it leads to very low security.
 Hackers can easily hack the data or interrupt the communication.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM & ITS OBJECTIVE
The main objective is to develop a strong verification scheme at the destination end. To design and implement
the authentication of the source and destination by defining a key extraction algorithm and a framework for wireless
devices for secure data transmission.
The proposed system mainly concentrates in solving the disadvantages experienced in the existing one[10],
hence the proposed scheme revolves around the concept, when source sends a data to the destination, data is being
forwarded to the intermediate nodes one by one, based on Received Signal Strength (RSS) secret key will be generated
which is passed to both the source and the destination. A random key is being parsed by both source and destination
which is exchanged between each other for verification. This random key is generated from the secret key bits and both
the source and destination exchanges and verifies simultaneously. Both of them then generate hash key value of the
secret keys which is also verified by both of them. After the secret key, random key, hash key value and the decryption
key is verified only then the data can be viewed by the destination. Network is constructed with the sign in option so that
each node can be assigned with the time frames that showcase the mobility nature of the node. Thus the node frame
initialization plays a vital role in the system construction followed by the login of the node that makes the node active
inside the network. After the login in the node will encrypt the data using RC4 and sends the data to the destination
which contains all the following verification to be done then the data can be viewed by the destination.
Advantages that mark the unique nature of the proposed system are listed as follows. These advantages make the
systems security get enhanced to a greater level.
 The verification of authenticated source and destination will be achieved in the proposed system since this
involves secret key verification along with random key, hash key value and the decryption key.
 Authentication often involves verifying the validity of at least one form of identification that mainly lacks in the
existing system. The genuinely source can be identified by this manner.
 The proposed system will provide a strong verification scheme at the destination end.
 Thus the security level will be increased and enhanced from the existing level of security by using this secured
approach of Secret Key Extraction Mechanism.
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture mainly describes the system being divided into six major modules namely, node frame
initiation, handler node, encryption mechanism, key generation based on RSS, random number generation and key
authentication. The system architecture depicts how the data is being forwarded after the network construction. The
network initiation involves the node frame initialization that assigns time frame to each node. Implementation
specifically involves the network construction in which the node frame initialization plays a vital role. In node frame
initialization, each node that logs in into the system is assigned with the time frame that depicts the mobile nature of the
node. Handler node focus on all the monitoring activity of the nodes that are active in the network and also update the
necessary details in the database concerned. Encryption is based on the RC4 algorithm and the particular node selects the
file to be encrypted, enters the key and encrypts it and sends to the destination. After the file is encrypted the source
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sends the encrypted data to the destination, then secret key is generated based on RSS and from the secret key random
key is generated. Hash value of the key along with all these combinations are used to make the transmission secured and
authenticated.

Fig. 1 Architecture diagram
V. SURVEY RESULTS
The literature survey is mainly carried out by analysing a series of papers which highlights especially how RSS
has been used for efficient secret key generation, and how other factors proposed can make the system get enhanced in
security level. Secret key is extracted from the Received Signal Strength (RSS) but security level is very low .Thus the
author„s of [21] addresses that security and authentication is not considered in the paper. Hence the proposed scheme
highlights to include the authentication to the existing one. From the experimental results shown in [7] the proposed
scheme has the ability to generate Secret keys from the RSSI profile with sufficient independence. This is the possible
solution that will allow the system to use ESPAR antennas that focus on extracting secret bits with high entropy rate. The
conclusion drawn from the paper [10] depicts the importance of concentration on the security of the wireless link. It
focuses on the message confidentiality, integrity and mainly authentication. Thus robust key with authentication can be
created even if interference exists. The results from series of experiments [11] observation related to the proposed
scheme shows that in secret key sharing mechanism, encryption of information also results in secured way of
communication. Observation from the paper [13] depicts that efficiency is got from hash value over the value indications
and random key can be used to achieve secrecy authentication. Basic idea that revolves in the paper [16] depicts that
even in the varying channel state, stable secret key bits can be generated and high level security can be achieved.
Observation related to the new scheme [17] is that it is possible to convert from one unit to another, albeit with varying
degrees of accuracy, RSSI is more effective and easy way of measurement of signal strength. From [19] the practical
features of PRNGs such as high generation speed, good statistical properties and no need for additional hardware devices
made these generators very attractive and are the most widely used RNGs. Thus pseudo random number generator is
more effective.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The effectiveness of secret key extraction from the RSS variations in wireless channels using extensive real
world measurements in a variety of environments and settings is considered. Proposed system addresses the scheme in
which, when source sends a data to the destination, data is being forwarded to the intermediate nodes one by one, based
on Received Signal Strength (RSS) secret key will be generated which is passed to both the source and the destination.
Main concentration prevails on the first three modules namely node frame initiation, handler node and encryption
mechanism. Implementation specifically involves the network construction in which the node frame initialization plays a
vital role. In node frame initialization, each node that logs in to the system is assigned with the time frame that depicts
the mobile nature of the node. Handler node focus on all the monitoring activity of the nodes that are active in the
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network and also update the necessary details in the database concerned. Encryption is based on the RC4 algorithm and
the particular node selects the file to be encrypted, enters the key and encrypts it and sends to the destination. The
conclusions drawn in this project, specifically details the predictable channel attack, that are primarily for key extraction
using RSS measurements can be resolved by unpredictable encryption technique . Future work of this project addresses
how authentication will be implemented and the time complexity will be reduced. This project would like to explore
this in mere future.
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